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Moms continue to be 
worn out and exhausted
(and it’s not just because of COVID)

I feel like I am doing too much at once, and 
I am feeling stressed and overwhelmed.

of moms say

When asked how they typically feel at the end of an average day, negative feelings like exhausted, 
stressed and overwhelmed dominate, though nearly half acknowledge that they feel grateful. 

73%
I feel burned out.
of working moms agree with the statement

70%

Even higher with single moms at 79%

60%

47%

46%

40%

38%

31%

24%

21%

21%

15%

11%

4%
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Average 
Negative Feeling 

37%

Average 
Positive Feeling

23%

Moms today are exhausted, stressed and burned out. 

Respondents could select up to 5 answer choices



37% of moms are extremely or 
very worried about a surge in COVID
rates

63% of moms are somewhat, not very   
or not at all worried about a surge in  
COVID rates

71%

68%

57%

51%

46%

44%

37%

37%

36%

34%

28%

26%

Inflation and the rising cost of goods and services

Gas prices

Russia's invasion of Ukraine

Laws that restrict a woman's right to choose

Climate change and its consequences

How much you pay in taxes

A future surge in COVID-19 rates

Democrats holding on to control of Congress*

Republicans taking control of Congress^

The level of student debt in the US

Voter fraud in the 2020 election

Paying for child care

Worries about COVID-19 
fall solidly in the middle, 
while worries about 
inflation and gas prices 
rise to the top. 

Worries moms have today 
% extremely/very worried

59%

49%
44% 41% 40%

61%

46% 47%

35%
40%

Exhausted Grateful Stressed Anxious Overwhelmed

There has been a lot of focus on how challenging the pandemic has been for moms, but 
concerns about COVID-19 are receding, and moms continue to feel stressed and exhausted.

Interestingly, worries about COVID – or the absence of them – have little effect on how moms feel.

There is not much 
difference in how moms 
feel at the end of an 
average day based on 
whether they’re worried 
about COVID.

I feel like I am doing too much at once, 
and I am feeling stressed and overwhelmed.

AGREE73%

73%

Top 5 feelings moms typically have at the end of an average day (for each group)

*Asked of Republicans and Independents
^Asked of Democrats and Independents
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63%

48% 48%
44% 41%

28%

18%

52%

40%
44%

29% 29%

39%
31%

Exhausted Stressed Grateful Overwhelmed Anxious Happy Relaxed

71% of moms are extremely or very worried about 
inflation and the rising cost of goods and services

29% of moms are somewhat, not very or not at all worried 
about inflation and the rising cost of goods and services

I feel like I am doing too much 
at once, and I am feeling 
stressed and overwhelmed.

AGREE

The economic challenges our 
country is facing is exacerbating 
how moms feel and contributing 
to their stress and exhaustion

Moms who are worried about inflation are much more likely to feel exhausted, 
overwhelmed and anxious.

37%
Significantly

Even higher with: 
• Black moms at 41%
• Hispanic moms at 43%

52%
Somewhat

10%
Not at all

Just as we may be emerging from the pandemic, 
there is a new set of challenges making it hard for 
moms to get respite.

Consequently, concern about inflation has led to significant behavioral change for more than    
1 in 3 moms, particularly Black and Hispanic Moms.

Overall, has inflation 
and the rising cost of 
goods and services 

caused you to change 
your behavior...

Top 5 feelings moms typically have at the end of an average day (for each group)

79%

59%
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77%

77%

76%

73%

72%

72%

70%

70%

51%

48%

34%

Buy fewer things than you usually do

Cut back on small things you would normally treat yourself or your family to

Put off big purchases

Buy a less expensive brand or type of item than you usually would

Drive less so you don't have to fill up your car with gas as often

Use coupons or buy things that are on sale more often

Not go out to meals or entertainment as often

Shop at lower-cost stores

Put off or cancel a summer vacation

Look for a higher-paying job

Stay at a job you'd like to leave

59% 49% 46% 42%
Order things online rather 

than going to a store
Spend money at small and 

local businesses
Participate in loyalty or rewards 

programs from companies or 
businesses you frequent

Choose to purchase from 
places that treat their 

employees well

37% 32% 30% 23%
Buy from companies with 
locally-sourced products 
or products that are made 

closer to home

Choose to buy from companies 
that are making an effort to be 

more environmentally 
conscious

Choose to buy from companies 
that donate proceeds or 

goods to charities or other 
important causes

Make purchasing decisions 
that allow for different 

payment options like accepting 
cryptocurrencies or buy-now-

pay-later options

To cope with these economic pressures, moms are making major lifestyle changes, including 
buying fewer things, cutting back on special treats and putting off big purchases.

Has inflation and the rising cost of goods and services caused you to do any of the following over the past few months?
% who say yes, among Moms

As companies compete for business from moms, it’s notable that their purchasing behavior 
is shifting more online, more local, more rewards-focused and more values-based.

% of moms who are now doing this “more often” than they were before the pandemic
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56%

54%

53%

51%

50%

49%

47%

47%

47%

43%

41%

41%

31%

20%

Strongly Support Total Support

Support for changes that could be made to help working parents  Among moms

87%

89%

89%

84%

87%

89%

86%

86%

83%

85%

82%

74%

56%

The Change We Need

Make it more socially acceptable for dads to take 
their full parental leave

Require companies to provide fully paid parental leave 
for all new parents

Make it more socially acceptable for men to rearrange their work 
schedule to play a more prominent role in child-related responsibilities

Company policies that encourage dads to take their employer-provided 
parental leave

Government-funded paid parental leave for all new parents

Pay child care workers more to help with provider shortages

Allow and encourage employees to work from home more often

Employer-provided child care reimbursements 
to help employees pay for child care

Government-provided child care reimbursements 
to help parents pay for child care

Provide government grants to preschools, daycares and other child 
care options to expand the number of children they can accept

Provide an open dialogue in work environments for employees to talk 
about how parenthood affects their work and their life

Extend the hours for preschool, daycare and other child care options 
to more closely match the workday

Revise the school calendar so that the time kids spend in school more 
closely matches the workday

Allow candidates to use campaign contributions and donations to pay 
for child care costs while they are campaigning

To help alleviate some of the pressure moms are 
feeling, there is strong support a variety of 
reforms to help working parents, ranging from 
policy changes to changing social norms. 

90%
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Exhausted

Stressed

Overwhelmed

Anxious

Frustrated

Sad

Grateful

Happy

Content

Relaxed

Fulfilled

Invigorated

60%49%

46%27%

40%20%

38%33%

24%18%

11%8%

47% 52%

31% 44%

21% 30%

21% 38%

15% 22%

4% 8%

Moms are twice as likely as Dads to say they’re 
overwhelmed, and nearly twice as likely to say they’re 
stressed. Dads are more likely to say they’re happy, 
content and relaxed at the end of the day. 

The burnout and exhaustion is 
a dynamic that is particularly 
unique to Moms. Dads don’t 
feel nearly the same way.

73% 70%

This could be because Moms get 
less time to themselves 

at the end of a typical weekday.

To cope, Moms tend to seek 
more informal sources of self-

care, while Dads are more 
likely to turn to formal ones.

56%

43%
1 hr. 

or less

44%

57%
More 

than 1 hr.

Speak about my 
mental & emotional 

challenges with close 
friends & family

See a therapist or 
counselor for myself

70% of working moms

50% of working dads

73% of moms

59% of dads

I feel like I am doing too much at once, and 
I am feeling stressed and overwhelmed.

I feel burned out.

How you typically feel at the end of an average day  Can select up to 5 choices

46%

28%

24%

31%
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51%

23%

16%

10%

41%

25%

18%

15%

Equally hard for
you and your partner

Harder for you

Harder for your partner

Not hard for
you or your partner

69%

22%

4%

5%

64%

11%

16%

9%

Equally hard
for men and women

Harder for women

Harder for men

Not hard
for men or women

Reflecting on the pandemic, Moms are twice as likely than Dads to say the pandemic has been 
harder for women whereas Dads are four times as likely than Moms to say the pandemic has 
been harder for men. Interestingly, nearly equal numbers of Moms and Dads say the pandemic 
has been harder on them rather than their partner. 

When it comes to improvements to make things easier on working parents, 
Moms and Dads are not always on the same page. 

Make it more socially acceptable for men to rearrange their 
work schedule so they can play a more prominent role in 
child-related responsibilities

Pay child care workers more to help with provider shortages

Allow and encourage employees to work from home more often

Employer-provided child care reimbursements to help 
employees pay for child care

Provide an open dialogue in work environments for employees to 
talk about how parenthood affects their work and their life

53%38%

49%31%

47%31%

47%32%

41%25%

▲15

▲18

▲16

▲15

▲16

Looking back on the past 2 years, generally speaking,
do you think the pandemic has been...

And thinking about your personal situation, 
do you think the pandemic has been...

Moms

Changes shown above are the ones with the biggest support gap between moms and dads

Dads
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Methodology

Benenson Strategy Group conducted 1,881 
online interviews of Americans nationwide, ages 
18 and older. The survey was fielded from April 
14-20, 2022. The margin of error on the entire 

data set is ± 2.2% at the 95% confidence 
interval. The survey includes 806 interviews with 
moms who have kids under the age of 18 with a 
margin of error of ± 3.4% at the 95% confidence 

interval. The data was weighted to reflect U.S. 
Census data to ensure an accurate demographic 

representation of Americans.
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